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Abstract
Scouring processes due to the navigation and manoeuvring of ships can generate
stability problems to harbour’s structures. At the same time, the eroded material is
settled in other areas, reducing the water level. Theoretical equations used are far
from reality and only work for a single propeller. With the experiments performed
at the Marine Engineering Laboratory (LIM/UPC) in LaBassA flume, new formulas
are proposed to work with them to analyse the erosion effect in seabed provoked
by twin propellers working at different revolutions under de scenario of unconfined
conditions. The data quality is tested to examine if a new experimental system to
analyse the scouring effects can be used in further experiments. A new formulation
that relates erosion variables with the revolutions of the propellers system is added
trough MATLAB self-made scripts.
Keywords: scouring hole, twin propellers, unconfined conditions
1 Introduction
The evolution of society and its necessities have increased the use of products all
around the world. This, attached to the construction of bigger means of transportation
has lead to a constant growth of the marine transportation industry. Also, cities with
high rates of tourism have been demanding regular cruise lines in their harbours.
Harbours and many marine infrastructures are being outdated by these changes of
means of transportation that the marine industry is experiencing.
Marine transportation evolution has leaded to more powerful and bigger ships. As
a consequence, the ship’s draft is closer to seabed and as the engines are more powerful,
the effect of those to the seabed is generating problems in harbours. This erosion of
the seabed causes stability problems to the docking platforms, during the docking and
undocking manoeuvres. These stability problems can, eventually, produce the collapse
of the structure. Also, the eroded sediment is settled in other areas of the harbour
reducing the water level of some zones of the platform. This phenomenon is even more
notorious in regular cruise lines, since these types of vessels do not need tugboats and
they perform regular docking manoeuvres.
There are few analytic tools to foresee the erosion in seabed generated by ship
propellers. There is little experimentation in this topic and even less in the case with
twin propellers. Nowadays, the equations used to compute the future erosion are based
on theoretical equations that are far from reality and experimental studies using one
propeller as the propulsion system.
The first parameter needed to analyse the seabed erosion is the eﬄux velocity.
During the past century, several authors have obtained theoretical formulas based of
the eﬄux velocity (Hamill (1987); Robakiewicz (1987)). The eﬄux velocity is defined
as the mean axial velocity at the outlet of propeller systems without rudder, keel and
wall influence. Bed velocity has always been expressed as a function of eﬄux velocity
and is used to obtain the maximum scouring depth caused by ships propulsion systems.
Therefore, all equations presented so far in literature to estimate the maximum bed
erosion, are based in theoretical estimations on the eﬄux velocity (Hamill et al. (1999);
Hong et al. (2012)).
Theoretical eﬄux velocity can be obtained from the eﬄux velocity momentum
(Verheij (2010)) or from the eﬄux velocity mass equation (Blaauw and Van de Kaa
(1978)). There are also some experimental eﬄux velocity equations developed after
the momentum equation(Hamill (1987); Stewart (1992)).
Since all the formulas are based in single propeller studies, PIANC (2015) proposes
two different approaches for twin propellers, linear and quadratic. The former is more
realistic in terms of erosion but the latter is closer to real ship motion.
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2 Objectives
Experiments in this field performed in laboratories are sparse and with a single
propeller. Having the opportunity to work with data from twin propellers experiments
opens a new line of investigation to analyse the effects of twin propellers in seabed.
The aim of this thesis is to describe the experimental results of scouring processes
reproduced in a laboratory for twin propellers. This processes can be confined or
unconfined. The unconfined conditions are applied when there is no interaction with
any quay wall. This happens when the ship is travelling inside the canal or when the
ship approaches a docking station. In that last case, when the ship is close to the
dock, conditions change to confined. The scouring holes are caused by bow thrusters
and this can happen with docking or undocking manoeuvres. In this thesis the data
provided was in unconfined conditions.
The aim of this thesis is achieved by following two specific goals:
1. Experimental data analysis: The need of simpler and affordable ways to read
the data leads to the usage of equipment not specifically created for these tasks.
This thesis also studies if the equipment used in the experiments was acceptable.
2. Relate some of the propellers’ variables with the characteristics of the scouring
hole in different velocities all along time.
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3 Experimental set-up
3.1 Model set-up
All physical experiments were performed at LaBassA, a rectangular concrete tank
of 12.5m long, 4.6m wide and 2.5m high (see Figure 1). Two four-blade propellers
with a diameter of Dp = 25.4cm were located at the lower part of a metallic structure
that was hanging from a railroad at one end of LaBassA with a distance between them
of ap = 58cm. The geometric scale of the model was 1/25 and the temporal scale was
the square root of the geometric scale; 1/5.
Figure 1: Sketch of LaBassA tank.
Each of the propellers was connected to its motor through a transmission chain with
a gear. The air trapped in the chain was kept in a folding box to avoid the suction effect
in the upstream zone of the propellers. Also, this folding box helped to simulate, with
all its limitations, the hull of a vessel. Propellers were rotating in opposite directions:
the left propeller rotated clockwise and the right propeller anti-clockwise, as shown in
Figure 2.
8
Figure 2: Sketch of the main propellers system.
The distance between the bottom of the tank to the centre of the propeller was
hp = 26cm. The centre of the propellers was fixed at 1.17m from the wall of LaBassA
and the propellers were 30cm away from the folding box to allow its correct working.
The centre of reference is located at the axis of symmetry between the two propellers
at the bottom of LaBassA (see Figure 3).
Figure 3: Diagram of the experimental set-up.
The water depth was kept constant at Hw = 70cm. There was a sediment layer of
Hs = 52cm. The grain size distribution of the sediment layer was D50 = 250µm and
D90 = 375µm.
Initial tests were performed to verify that the thrusters were located far from the
opposite wall in order to study unconfined scenarios (Mujal-Colilles et al. (2015)).
Lateral walls were also considered far enough to let the propeller jet develop freely
and obtain a minimum influence of the convective cells created in the tank. Three
different rotation velocities (n = 300, 350, 400rpm) were used for the non-confined
scenario.
A mechanized arm with three degrees of freedom was suspended from a footbridge
paced at the same railroad as the propellers’ structure. Three photoelectric sensors
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were used to locate the position in the x− y− z coordinate system of the mechanized
arm. The data was recorded at a frequency of 32Hz.
The photoelectric sensors used to read the position of the point that was being
studied, were Efector200-O1D100. These sensors were not meant for this experiment.
However, they were more economic than the specialised ones, as well as they had a
better implementation. Also, with these sensors the tank had not to be emptied to read
the data points. The sensor for z component was placed inside a cylindrical Perspex
tank in order to acquire data without flowing out the water in the tank, as well as,
to not receive two different lectures: one from the height of sediment and another one
from the reflection of the water. The working range of the sensors goes from 0.2m to
10m, so it fit perfectly the tank. It had to be kept in mind that the manufacturer of
the sensors gives them a 20mm− 30mm lecture error range.
Before every data collection session, the sensors were preheated to remove any
external factors that could effect the measurements. Also, sensors had to measure
two specific points inside the tank with a known height to calibrate the photoelectric
sensors.
Scouring holes were measured after scanning the sediment bed with 13 longitudinal
profiles and 12 transversal profiles (see Table 1).
Table 1: Position of scanning profiles.
Longitudinal Transversal
Name y/ap Name x/Dp
Y 5 −3.0 X0 0.5
Y 4 −2.5 X1 1.5
Y 3 −2.0 X2 2.7
Y 2 −1.5 X3 3.7
H1 −1.0 X4 4.7
Y 1 −0.5 X5 5.7
Y 0 0.0 X6 6.6
Y 1 0.5 X7 7.7
H2 1.0 X8 8.6
Y 2 1.5 X9 9.6
Y 3 2.0 X10 10.6
Y 4 2.5 X11 11.6
Y 5 3.0
The scouring action was simulated by performing sequences of 5 hours run, except
for the first 10 minutes, which tried to reproduce the scaled time of a docking manoeuvring.
As said before, the time scale was 1/5 so the first 10 minutes were 50 minutes of real
time, approximately the amount of time a ship takes to dock and undock in the harbour
basin.
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3.2 Data quality
The data resulting from lectures of the photoelectric sensors had noise, mainly
because of the vibration of the mechanized arm when this was moved during the data
acquisition process.
The cleaning of the noise involved an external software. It was decided to work
with MATLAB. Files obtained from sensors were a .dat file. With the assistance of
self-made scripts (see Appendix A), it was converted to .mat files to be able to work
further with them and apply different tests to see how good the quality of the data
points was.
To obtain the different profiles, the mechanized arm performed two movements: one
was moving the mechanized arm itself, to get the longitudinal profiles; and the other
one was achieved by moving the lasers locating the y − z positions at the mechanized
arm, to get the transversal profiles. This second movement was achieved by installing
a drill connected to a chain that moved the lasers.
As the mechanized arm was hanging from a railroad, every time it was moved,
it also gave noise to the data that was being recorded at that time. Also, in the
transversal profiles, there was even more noise, because of the vibration of the drill.
Before filtering the noise, individual positions of the laser were recorded to obtain
the PDF distribution. Given two arbitrary points, data was measured for 30 minutes
in each point, getting lectures at 20, 25 and 30 minutes.
Table 2: Data statistics: mean and standard deviation.
20min 25min 30min 20min 25min 30min
x component x component
Mean 8.372 8.371 8.382 8.618 8.556 8.529
Standard deviation 0.166 0.132 0.142 0.101 0.145 0.123
y component y component
Mean 1.724 1.736 1.738 1.722 1.736 1.732
Standard deviation 0.113 0.135 0.144 0.099 0.145 0.116
z component z component
Mean 3.559 3.632 3.541 4.548 4.468 4.519
Standard deviation 0.028 0.026 0.030 0.029 0.023 0.028
As can be seen in Table 2, the standard deviation of the z component is substantially
lower than the other components. This is due to the fact that x− y components have
more noise because the laser has to travel greater distances to get the lecture.
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Figure 4: Distribution of data points and comparison with a normal distribution.
The distribution of the data points follows a normal distribution as expected (see
figure 4). It is safe to assume that all data follows the same distribution. Consequently,
to clean up the noise, two confidence intervals were proposed: 80% of the central points
(µ± 1.28155σ) and 90% of the central points (µ± 1.64485σ).
Figure 5: Transversal profile X5 at 300rpm with 100% of the data points.
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Figure 6: Transversal profile X5 at 300rpm with 90% of the data points.
Figure 7: Transversal profile X5 at 300rpm with 80% of the data points.
Comparing Figures 6 and 7 with Figure 5, the data of the former is cleaner, but
there is still some points far away from the central line that cause unrealistic results.
Also, it is not good to reduce the confidence interval from 80% to lower values such as
50% or 60%, because the final data stops being a representative sample.
The other possible outcome was to implement a mobile mean in all the profiles
gathered from the lasers. Knowing that the lasers had a sampling frequency of 32Hz
and following Nyquist theorem, which states that “to be able to replicate with accuracy
the shape of a wave, it is needed that the sampling frequency is greater than the twice
the maximum frequency to be sampled” (Nyquist (1928)); the mobile mean cannot
have more than 16 data points.
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Figure 8: Longitudinal profiles measured after 10 hours running at 300rpm.
Figure 8 shows longitudinal profiles after using a mobile mean of 16 points was
used to clean up the data. As it can be seen, there was still noise, so an assumption
was made to surpass the limit of 16 data points on the mobile mean. The output of
the mobile mean was not reproducing 16Hz signals anymore, but the data presented
herein does not need such a detailed profile. Therefore, higher frequency mobile means
were tested.
As stated before, transversal profiles had more noise due to the vibration from the
mechanized arm and from the drill, whereas longitudinal profiles only had noise from
the vibration of the mechanized arm. Also, data retrieving for longitudinal profiles was
faster than for transversal profiles, as for the former it was done by manually pushing
the mechanized arm, whereas the later was done throughout the drill. This lead to
more data for each point in the transversal profile, which involved to more noise to
the data.
Two different mobile means were considered, one for longitudinal profiles and one
for transversal profiles. The mobile mean for transversal profiles had twice as much
points as the mobile mean for longitudinal profiles.
Two different scenarios were approached: using 32 and 16 points for the mobile
mean (transversal and longitudinal profiles, respectively) and using 64 and 32 points.
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Figure 9: Transversal profiles with 32 points in mobile mean at 300rpm.
Figure 10: Transversal profiles with 64 points in mobile mean at 300rpm.
Looking at Figures 9 and 10, where the plot of the transversal profiles after 15
hours running at 300rpm is shown, there is a subtle difference in them. In Figure 10,
lines are smoother than in Figure 9. Knowing that the representative sample of the
data was lost due to working with mobile means higher than 16 points, the chosen
pair of points for the mobile mean was 64 points for transversal profiles and 32 points
for longitudinal profiles over the 32/16 pair.
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4 Experimental results
The data analysis was made through self-made scripts of MATLAB. Results found
after analysing the experiments revealed that the stationary time was not reached
before 20 hours run. However, experiments were stopped after 20 hours run because
at some points of the sediment layer, the whole sediment was totally eroded.
Figure 11: Scouring hole after 15 hours running at 300rpm.
Figure 11 plots a 3D rendering reproduction of the scouring hole created by the
propellers running for 15 hours at 300rpm. The scouring pattern turns out to be almost
symmetric since the rotating effect for one propeller experiments is compensated with
the second propeller (Hamill (1988)).
As stated before, the experiments were stopped after 20 hours running because of
some areas having the whole sediment layer eroded. This can be seen in Figure 12,
that shows the evolution of the centreline when the propellers are running at 400rpm.
The 20 hour plot line is horizontal between 10 and 15 x/Dp.
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Figure 12: Evolution of the centreline Y 0 at 400rpm.
Figure 13 shows the longitudinal profiles for all three scenarios: 300, 350 and
400rpm. In all of them, the continuum lines are higher than the dashed ones meaning
that the right propeller was working at a higher speed rotation than the left one. This
error has been corrected for future experiments.
a) 300rpm b) 350rpm
c) 400rpm
Figure 13: Longitudinal profiles after 20 hours running.
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Figure 14 shows the evolution of the transversal profile X1 when the propellers are
running at 400rpm. As noticed, the effect of the twin propeller is only visible in the
10min line. After that, the influence of the twin propeller disappears completely. It is
also only visible in the profiles closer to the propellers. Figure 15 shows the evolution
of the transversal profile X6 at 400rpm confirming that there is no evidence of the
twin propellers in any of the different times.
Figure 14: Evolution of the profile X1 at 400rpm.
Figure 15: Evolution of the profile X6 at 400rpm.
There are different problems, for harbour authorities, associated with the scouring
holes. Not only the maximum scouring depth is important to prevent the structural
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problems, but also the deposition of the sediment in other areas affect the manoeuvring
of the basin and its total use.
Figure 16 shows the evolution of the maximum depth of the scouring hole respect
to the time. The maximum depth is achieved at the centreline of the scouring hole Y 0
due to being symmetric as stated before.
Figure 16: Evolution of the maximum scouring depth, max.
Note that max/Dp at 350rpm and 400rpm after 15 hours, as well as max/Dp at
300rpm and 350rpm after 20 hours, are similar and not really well seen at Figure 16.
The behaviour of the three scenarios is consistent with qualitative previous experiments
(Nardone et al. (2014); Hamill (1988); PIANC (2015)) and can be fitted within a log-log
profile.
One step further is to create a dimensionless variable for the x axis. Having three
scenarios working at different rpm, the x axis is multiplied by three different constants
that correspond to the different velocities:
300
rev
min
2pirad
1rev
60min
1h
(1)
350
rev
min
2pirad
1rev
60min
1h
(2)
400
rev
min
2pirad
1rev
60min
1h
(3)
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Figure 17: Fitting of the evolution of the maximum scouring depth.
The coefficient of determination R2 for the fitting formula for Figure 17 is R2 =
0.9316. The formula that relates the scouring depth with the diameter of the propeller
is:
max
Dp
= 0.2613tn0.2629 (4)
Figure 18 shows the evolution of the maximum deposition. In this case, the
maximum deposition was not on the centreline Y 0 but on the further profiles (Y 5
and Y 5) from the centreline. As explained before, the right propeller was working at
a higher speed, so the profile that had the maximum deposition was Y 5.
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Figure 18: Evolution of the maximum deposition, smax.
Also, notice that when the propellers were running at 300rpm and the data was
read at 10min, the deposition was negligible (≈ 0). Using a log-log profile and fitting
an equation to the data gave a coefficient of determination R2 lower than expected:
R2 = 0.7436 (Figure 19)
Figure 19: Fitting of the evolution of the maximum deposition.
If the value when the propellers were running at 300rpm at 10min was deleted
from the series, the coefficient of determination R2 gave the expected result(Figure
20).
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Figure 20: Fitting of the evolution of the maximum deposition (not using 300rpm
10min).
The coefficient of determination R2 for the fitting formula for Figure 17 is R2 =
0.9584. The formula that relates the scouring depth with the diameter of the propeller
is:
smax
Dp
= 0.1139tn0.3452 (5)
In Figure 21, the evolution of the maximum length of the scouring hole is plotted.
As the scouring hole is symmetrical, the maximum length is always achieved in the
centreline Y 0.
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Figure 21: Evolution of the maximum scouring length, Lmax.
Figure 22: Fitting of the evolution of the maximum scouring length.
The coefficient of determination of the curve fitting (22)is R2 = 0.9366 and the
formula itself:
Lmax
Dp
= 1.4196tn0.1244 (6)
Figure 23 shows the evolution of the maximum scouring width. This variable did
not appear in the same profiles. It was dependant of the measuring time. For the
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10min scenario, the maximum scouring width was in the profile X4, whereas for all
the other scenarios (5 hours to 20 hours), it was in the X7.
Figure 23: Evolution of the maximum scouring width.
Figure 24: Fitting of the evolution of the maximum scouring width.
R2 for Figure 24 is R2 = 0.8441. The coefficient of determination for the curve
fitting of the scouring width is lower than the ones from other scouring variables. At
first it could be the same problem as in Figure 19, that one of the data points at 10min
time was negligible and it affected the whole curve fitting. But in this case, that is not
what happens. In a case like this, the data lecturing should be redone to have another
set of points and try the self-made MATLAB script.
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Nonetheless, the equation is shown, as R2 is not that low, but not as high as the
ones from other variables:
Wmax
Dp
= 0.9754tn0.0868 (7)
As a general discussion, all variables are related logarithmically with velocity and
time. These equations can be given to harbour authorities to prevent damages to the
structures and to estimate protections. This variables are subjected to the material,
and all the experiments should be redone with another D50.
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5 Conclusions
Physical experiments are a good way to approach the problem, but they require of
big facilities and they take a long time to test them. Even the finest error can bargain
away the whole experiment. The scale effect produced with the use of sediments
limits the applicability of the results, than can be used as an upper bound for harbour
authorities and port’s projects engineers. To get rid of scale effects
The new experimental system composed by photoelectric sensors Efector200-O1D100
was revealed as a good and cheap choice to analyse scouring effects due to ship
propellers.
Results obtained after modelling the propulsion system are found to be different
than the previous data that used a single propeller (Hamill et al. (1999); Hong et al.
(2012)). Former experiments were not realistic in terms of real ship motion, as it was
done with a single propeller and the approach to relate twin propellers was to double
the results of single propeller.
As the twin propellers are used as a main propulsion system, these experiments can
be used to obtain the erosion caused by vessels that are manoeuvring in navigation
channels or in areas that have no influence of a wall. As seen before, the sediment will
accumulate in the laterals of the navigation channel, thus reducing the depth of that
area.
Also, the effect of the twin propeller is only visible in the 10min time step. After
that, the influence disappears completely. Moreover, this effect is only visible in the
profiles closer to the propellers (X1, ..., X3).
This thesis has allowed to add new formulation that directly relates erosion variables
(max, smax, Lmax, Wmax) with the revolution of the propulsion systems, without the
necessity of approximating the eﬄux velocity.
Further investigations and analysis should change D50 of the sediment, because in
this thesis it always been kept constant and the new formulation, that directly relates
the erosion variables with the revolution of the propulsion systems, have not been
related to such an important variable as D50.
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Appendix A. Source code
Description
Some code in MATLAB language had to be written to get the results and the plots
throughout the whole thesis.
The first two codes were used to calibrate the data received from the sensors in
Volts and transform it to meters, and to produce all the matrices of the different
profiles, as well as the graphics.
The other codes were used to relate erosion variables with the revolution if the
propulsion systems.
Source code files
There are six source code files:
 plot scouring hole.m
 calibrationV M.m
 depth.m
 deposition.m
 length .m
 width .m
1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 % PLOT SCOURING HOLE %
3 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
4 clear all; clc; close all
5
6 %% FIXED VARIABLES
7 Dp = 0.254; %m
8 hp = 0.26; %m
9 ap = 0.58; %m
10 ch = 2.35; %m distance to the centre of the helices
11 Hw = 0.70; %m
12 Hs = 0.52; %m
13
14 %% LOADING DATA
15 exp name = input('Experiment Name: 300, 350, 400: ','s');
16 exp time = input('Experiment Time: ','s');
29
17 calib = input('Calibrate from Volts to M? (y/n): ','s');
18 quality size = input('Quality size: 32, 64: ','s');
19
20 if isempty(calib)
21 calib = 'y';
22 end
23
24 exp name = strcat(exp name,'rpm');
25
26 rootDir = uigetdir('D:\TFM\');
27 openDir = strcat(rootDir,'\',exp name,'\');
28 openDir = strcat(openDir,exp time,'\');
29 openDir2 = strcat(openDir,quality size,'\');
30
31 saveDir = strcat(rootDir, '\Results\plot scouring hole\',exp name,'\');
32
33 mkdir(saveDir);
34 mkdir(strcat(saveDir, '\longitudinal\'));
35 mkdir(strcat(saveDir, '\transversal\'));
36 mkdir(strcat(saveDir, '\3D\'));
37 mkdir(strcat(saveDir, '\contour\'));
38
39 % File Names and order
40 long names = {'Y 5';'Y 4';'Y 3';'Y 2';'H1';'Y 1';'Y0';'Y1';'H2';...
41 'Y2';'Y3';'Y4';'Y5'};
42 trans names = {'X0';'X1';'X2';'X3';'X4';'X5';'X6';'X7';'X8';'X9';...
43 'X10';'X11'};
44
45 % Calibration and mobile mean
46 if strcmp(calib, 'y');
47 dataDir = strcat(openDir, 'original data\');
48 load(strcat(dataDir, 'cal.txt'));
49 files = dir(strcat(dataDir,'*.dat'));
50
51 qsize = str2num(quality size); %Number of points in mobile mean (trans)
52 t lag = qsize/2; %Number of points in mobile mean (long)
53
54 % Load files
55 for i =1:size(files, 1);
56 V = load(strcat(dataDir,files(i,1).name));
57 if files(i,1).name(1)=='X'
58 V = calibrationV M(V,cal,qsize);
59 else
60 V = calibrationV M(V,cal,t lag);
61 end
62
63 varname = genvarname(files(i,1).name(1:end−4));
64 eval([varname '=V;'])
65
66 save(strcat(openDir2, varname,'.mat'),files(i,1).name(1:end−4))
67 end
68
69 else
70
71 % Load files
72 files = dir(strcat(openDir2,'*.mat'));
73 for i =1:size(files, 1);
30
74 load(strcat(openDir2,files(i,1).name(1:end−4),'.mat'));
75 end
76 end
77
78 % Figure parameters
79 positionVect = [6 1 30 20];
80
81 %% TRANSVERSAL (X) & LONGITUDINAL (Y)
82
83 % Longitudinal
84 figure(1)
85 set(0,'DefaultAxesColorOrder',[1 0 0; 1 0 1;1 1 0;0 1 0;0 1 1;...
86 0 0 1;0 0 0 ;0 0 1;0 1 1;0 1 0;1 1 0;1 0 1;1 0 0])
87
88 for i = 1:size(long names,1)
89 V = eval(long names{i});
90 if i>7
91 plot(V(:,1)/Dp,(V(:,3)−Hs)/Dp,'LineStyle','−−')
92 else
93 plot(V(:,1)/Dp,(V(:,3)−Hs)/Dp)
94 end
95 hold all
96 clear V
97 end
98
99 plot([0,7]/Dp,[0,0],'k')
100
101 legend(long names,'Location','EastOutside')
102 xlabel('X/Dp')
103 ylabel('Z/Dp')
104 xlim([0 6.5]/Dp)
105 ylim([−0.6 0.4]/Dp)
106
107 figName = strcat(saveDir,'\longitudinal\',exp name,' ',exp time,...
108 ' ',quality size,' long');
109 set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','Auto')
110 print ('−dpng','−zbuffer','−r300',figName)
111 saveas(gcf,figName, 'png');
112
113 % Transversal
114 figure(2)
115
116 set(0,'DefaultAxesColorOrder',[1 0 0; 1 0 1;0.5 0 0.5;0 0 0;0.5 0 0;...
117 0.5 0.5 0;0.5 0.5 0.5;0.5 0.5 1;0 0 1;0 1 1;0 1 0;1 1 0;])
118
119 for i = 1:size(trans names,1)
120 V = eval(trans names{i});
121 plot((V(:,2)−ch)/ap,(V(:,3)−Hs)/Dp)
122 hold all
123 clear V
124 end
125
126 plot([−5,5],[0,0],'k')
127
128 legend(trans names,'Location','EastOutside')
129 xlabel('Y/ap')
130 ylabel('Z/Dp')
31
131 xlim([−3 3])
132 ylim([−0.6 0.4]/Dp)
133
134 figName = strcat(saveDir,'\transversal\',exp name,' ',exp time,...
135 ' ',quality size,' trans');
136 set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','Auto')
137 print ('−dpng','−zbuffer','−r300',figName)
138 saveas(gcf,figName, 'png');
139
140 %% VECTOR CONSTRUCTOR
141
142 V = eval(long names{1});
143
144 for i = 2:size(long names,1);
145 V = [V;eval(long names{i})];
146 end
147
148 for i = 1:size(trans names,1)
149 V = [V;eval(trans names{i})];
150 end
151
152 %% 3D PLOT
153
154 stepsX = 0:0.05:6;
155 stepsY = 0:0.05:4;
156 [XI,YI]= meshgrid(stepsX,stepsY);
157
158 DI = griddata(V(:,1),V(:,2),V(:,3)−Hs,XI, YI);
159
160 save(strcat(openDir2, 'DI.mat'),'DI')
161
162 % Set figure parameters
163 fig = figure(3);
164
165 % Figure background color
166 set(fig,'Color',[1 1 1]);
167
168 % Set figure size
169 set(fig,'units','centimeters');
170 set(fig,'position',positionVect);
171 set(fig, 'PaperUnits','centimeters');
172 set(fig, 'PaperPosition',positionVect);
173
174 h = surf(XI/Dp,(YI−ch)/ap,DI/Dp);
175 hold on
176 contour3(XI/Dp,(YI−ch)/ap,DI/Dp,[0,0],'k')
177 hold on
178
179 % Plot measuring lines
180 for i=1:length(trans names)
181 V = eval(trans names{i});
182 plot3(V(:,1)/Dp,(V(:,2)−ch)/ap,(V(:,3)−Hs)/Dp,'r');
183 hold all
184 end
185 for i=1:length(long names)
186 V = eval(long names{i});
187 plot3(V(:,1)/Dp,(V(:,2)−ch)/ap,(V(:,3)−Hs)/Dp,'r');
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188 hold all
189 end
190
191 % Axis characteristics
192 xlim([0 6]/Dp)
193 ylim([−6 6])
194 axis equal
195 zlim([−0.6 0.4]/Dp)
196 caxis([−2 1])
197
198 % Colormap gray
199 colorbar
200
201 xlabel('X/Dp')
202 ylabel('Y/ap')
203 zlabel('Z/Dp')
204 figName = strcat(saveDir,'\3D\',exp name,' ',exp time,...
205 ' ',quality size,' 3D');
206 set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','Auto')
207 print ('−dpng','−zbuffer','−r300',figName)
208 saveas(gcf,figName, 'png');
209
210 %% CONTOUR
211
212 % Setting figure parameters
213 fig = figure(4);
214
215 % Figure background color
216 set(fig,'Color',[1 1 1]);
217
218 % Set figure size
219 set(fig,'units','centimeters');
220 set(fig,'position',positionVect);
221 set(fig, 'PaperUnits','centimeters');
222 set(fig, 'PaperPosition',positionVect);
223
224 contour(XI/Dp,(YI−ch)/ap,DI/Dp,40)
225 hold on
226 contour(XI/Dp,(YI−ch)/ap,DI/Dp,[0,0],'k')
227
228 % Plot measuring lines
229 for i=1:length(trans names)
230 V = eval(trans names{i});
231 plot(V(:,1)/Dp,(V(:,2)−ch)/ap,'r');
232 hold all
233 end
234 for i=1:length(long names)
235 V = eval(long names{i});
236 plot(V(:,1)/Dp,(V(:,2)−ch)/ap,'r');
237 hold all
238 end
239
240 % Axis characteristics
241 xlim([1.2 6]/Dp)
242 ylim([−3 3])
243 axis equal
244 zlim([−0.6 0.4]/Dp)
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245 caxis([−2 1])
246
247 % Colormap gray
248 colorbar
249
250 xlabel('X/Dp')
251 ylabel('Y/ap')
252 zlabel('Z/Dp')
253 figName = strcat(saveDir,'\contour\',exp name,' ',exp time,...
254 ' ',quality size,' contour');
255 set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','Auto')
256 print ('−dpng','−zbuffer','−r300',figName)
257 saveas(gcf,figName, 'png');
1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 % CALIBRATION %
3 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
4
5 % This function transforms .dat files in Volts to .txt files in Meters.
6 % V = data in volts
7 % C = matrix with the calibration values C(1,:): X calibration parameters
8 %C(2,:): Y calibration parameters
9 %C(3,:): Z calibration parameters
10 % M = data in meters M = C(:,1)+Volts*C(:,2);
11 % f = moving average filtering
12
13 function M = calibrationV M(V,C,f)
14
15 % Cut initial and final data
16 V = V(2*f:end−2*f,:);
17
18 M(:,1) = C(1,1)+C(1,2)*V(:,1);
19 M(:,2) = C(2,1)+C(2,2)*V(:,2);
20 M(:,3) = C(3,1)+C(3,2)*V(:,3);
21
22 % Moving average
23
24 M = tsmovavg(M,'s',f,1);
25 M = M(f:end,:); % Cut NaN variables
26 end
1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 % DEPTH %
3 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
4 clear all; clc; close all
5
6 %% FIXED VARIABLES
7 Dp = 0.254; %m
8 hp = 0.26; %m
9 ap = 0.58; %m
10 ch = 2.35; %m distance to the centre of the helices
11 Hw = 0.70; %m
12 Hs = 0.52; %m
13 % Number of points in mobile mean = 64
34
14
15 time = [10/60; 5; 10; 15; 20];
16
17 %% LOADING DATA
18 rootDir = uigetdir('D:\TFM\');
19 saveDir = strcat(rootDir,'\Results\depth\');
20 mkdir(saveDir);
21
22 k = 0; %Counter
23 for exp name = [300 350 400]
24 i = num2str(exp name);
25 kk = 0; %Counter
26 for exp time = [10 5 10 15 20]
27 j = num2str(exp time);
28 k = k+1;
29 kk = kk+1;
30 if kk == 1;
31 openDir = strcat(rootDir,'\',i,'rpm\',j,'min\64\Y0.mat');
32 else
33 openDir = strcat(rootDir,'\',i,'rpm\',j,'H\64\Y0.mat');
34 end
35
36 % Load files
37 load(openDir);
38 eval(['V' num2str(k) '=' 'Y0']);
39 clear Y0
40 end
41 end
42 clc;
43
44 % Figure parameters
45 positionVect = [6 1 30 20];
46
47 names300 = {'V1';'V2';'V3';'V4';'V5'};
48 names350 = {'V6';'V7';'V8';'V9';'V10'};
49 names400 = {'V11';'V12';'V13';'V14';'V15'};
50
51 for i = 1:size(names300,1)
52 V = eval(names300{i});
53 depth300(i,:) = (−min(V(:,3))+Hs)/Dp;
54 end
55
56 for i = 1:size(names350,1)
57 V = eval(names350{i});
58 depth350(i,:) = (−min(V(:,3))+Hs)/Dp;
59 end
60
61 for i = 1:size(names400,1)
62 V = eval(names400{i});
63 depth400(i,:) = (−min(V(:,3))+Hs)/Dp;
64 end
65
66 %% NORMAL PLOT
67
68 figure (1)
69 plot(time, depth300,'.','MarkerSize',15,'Color','r')
70 hold on
35
71 plot(time, depth350,'.','MarkerSize',15,'Color','g')
72 hold on
73 plot(time, depth400,'.','MarkerSize',15,'Color','b')
74
75 legend('300rpm','350rpm','400rpm','Location','SouthEast')
76
77 % Axis characteristics
78 xlabel('Time (h)')
79 ylabel('\epsilon {max}/D {p}')
80 xlim([0.0 20.0])
81 ylim([0.0 2.5])
82
83 figName = strcat(saveDir,'depth normal');
84 set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','Auto')
85 print ('−dpng','−zbuffer','−r300',figName)
86 saveas(gcf,figName, 'png');
87
88 %% LOG−LOG PLOT
89
90 figure(2)
91 loglog(time, depth300,'.','MarkerSize',15,'Color','r')
92 hold on
93 loglog(time, depth350,'.','MarkerSize',15,'Color','g')
94 hold on
95 loglog(time, depth400,'.','MarkerSize',15,'Color','b')
96
97 legend('300rpm','350rpm','400rpm','Location','SouthEast')
98
99 % Axis characteristics
100 xlabel('log(Time) (h)')
101 ylabel('log(\epsilon {max}/D {p})')
102 xlim([0.0 100.0])
103 ylim([0.1 10.0])
104
105 figName = strcat(saveDir,'depth loglog');
106 set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','Auto')
107 print ('−dpng','−zbuffer','−r300',figName)
108 saveas(gcf,figName, 'png');
109
110 %% DIMENSIONLESS LOG−LOG PLOT
111
112 % New vectors of time
113 t300 = time*300*2*pi()*60;
114 t350 = time*350*2*pi()*60;
115 t400 = time*400*2*pi()*60;
116
117 % Creation of dimensionless vectors
118 j = 1; % Counter
119 k = 1; % Counter
120 for i = 1:15
121 if i < 6
122 log depth(i,:) = log10(depth300(i,:));
123 log time dimensionless (i,:) = log10(t300(i,:));
124 elseif i > 5 && i < 11
125 log depth(i,:) = log10(depth350(j,:));
126 log time dimensionless (i,:) = log10(t350(j,:));
127 j = j+1;
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128 else
129 log depth(i,:) = log10(depth400(k,:));
130 log time dimensionless (i,:) = log10(t400(k,:));
131 k = k+1;
132 end
133 end
134
135 % Fit: 'f(x) = p1 x + p2'.
136 [xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( log time dimensionless, log depth );
137
138 % Set up fittype and options.
139 ft = fittype( 'poly1' );
140 opts = fitoptions( ft );
141 opts.Lower = [−Inf −Inf];
142 opts.Upper = [Inf Inf];
143
144 % Fit model to data.
145 [fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts );
146
147 % Plot fit with data.
148 figure( 'Name', 'f(x) = p {1} x + p {2}' );
149 h = plot( fitresult, xData, yData);
150 legend( h, 'log(\epsilon {max}/Dp) vs. log(tn)',...
151 'f(x) = p {1} x + p {2}', 'Location', 'SouthEast' );
152 % Label axes
153 xlabel( 'log(tn)' );
154 ylabel( 'log(\epsilon {max}/D {p})' );
155 grid on
156
157 fitresult
158 gof
159
160 figName = strcat(saveDir,'depth loglog adim');
161 set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','Auto')
162 print ('−dpng','−zbuffer','−r300',figName)
163 saveas(gcf,figName, 'png');
1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 % DEPOSITION %
3 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
4 clear all; clc; close all
5
6 %% FIXED VARIABLES
7 Dp = 0.254; %m
8 hp = 0.26; %m
9 ap = 0.58; %m
10 ch = 2.35; %m distance to the centre of the helices
11 Hw = 0.70; %m
12 Hs = 0.52; %m
13 % Number of points in mobile mean = 64
14
15 time = [10/60; 5; 10; 15; 20];
16
17 %% LOADING DATA
18 rootDir = uigetdir('D:\TFM\');
19 saveDir = strcat(rootDir,'\Results\deposition\');
37
20 mkdir(saveDir);
21
22 k = 0; %Counter
23 for exp name = [300 350 400]
24 i = num2str(exp name);
25 kk = 0; %Counter
26 for exp time = [10 5 10 15 20]
27 j = num2str(exp time);
28 k = k+1;
29 kk = kk+1;
30 if kk == 1;
31 openDir = strcat(rootDir,'\',i,'rpm\',j,'min\64\Y5.mat');
32 else
33 openDir = strcat(rootDir,'\',i,'rpm\',j,'H\64\Y5.mat');
34 end
35
36 % Load files
37 load(openDir);
38 eval(['V' num2str(k) '=' 'Y5']);
39 clear Y5
40 end
41 end
42 clc;
43
44 % Figure parameters
45 positionVect = [6 1 30 20];
46
47 names300 = {'V1';'V2';'V3';'V4';'V5'};
48 names350 = {'V6';'V7';'V8';'V9';'V10'};
49 names400 = {'V11';'V12';'V13';'V14';'V15'};
50
51 for i = 1:size(names300,1)
52 V = eval(names300{i});
53 deposition300(i,:) = (max(V(:,3))−Hs)/Dp;
54 end
55
56 for i = 1:size(names350,1)
57 V = eval(names350{i});
58 deposition350(i,:) = (max(V(:,3))−Hs)/Dp;
59 end
60
61 for i = 1:size(names400,1)
62 V = eval(names400{i});
63 deposition400(i,:) = (max(V(:,3))−Hs)/Dp;
64 end
65
66 %% NORMAL PLOT
67
68 figure (1)
69 plot(time, deposition300,'.','MarkerSize',15,'Color','r')
70 hold on
71 plot(time, deposition350,'.','MarkerSize',15,'Color','g')
72 hold on
73 plot(time, deposition400,'.','MarkerSize',15,'Color','b')
74
75 legend('300rpm','350rpm','400rpm','Location','SouthEast')
76
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77 % Axis characteristics
78 xlabel('Time (h)')
79 ylabel('s {max}/D {p}')
80 % xlim([0.0 20.0])
81 % ylim([0.0 1.5])
82
83 figName = strcat(saveDir,'deposition normal');
84 set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','Auto')
85 print ('−dpng','−zbuffer','−r300',figName)
86 saveas(gcf,figName, 'png');
87
88 %% LOG−LOG PLOT
89
90 figure(2)
91 loglog(time, deposition300,'.','MarkerSize',15,'Color','r')
92 hold on
93 loglog(time, deposition350,'.','MarkerSize',15,'Color','g')
94 hold on
95 loglog(time, deposition400,'.','MarkerSize',15,'Color','b')
96
97 legend('300rpm','350rpm','400rpm','Location','SouthEast')
98
99 % Axis characteristics
100 xlabel('log(Time) (h)')
101 ylabel('log(s {max}/D {p})')
102 xlim([0.0 100.0])
103 ylim([0.0 5.0])
104
105 figName = strcat(saveDir,'deposition loglog');
106 set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','Auto')
107 print ('−dpng','−zbuffer','−r300',figName)
108 saveas(gcf,figName, 'png');
109
110 %% DIMENSIONLESS LOG−LOG PLOT
111
112 % New vectors of time
113 t300 = time*300*2*pi()*60;
114 t350 = time*350*2*pi()*60;
115 t400 = time*400*2*pi()*60;
116
117 % Creation of dimensionless vectors
118 j = 1; % Counter
119 k = 1; % Counter
120 for i = 1:15
121 if i < 6
122 log deposition(i,:) = log10(deposition300(i,:));
123 log time dimensionless (i,:) = log10(t300(i,:));
124 elseif i > 5 && i < 11
125 log deposition(i,:) = log10(deposition350(j,:));
126 log time dimensionless (i,:) = log10(t350(j,:));
127 j = j+1;
128 else
129 log deposition(i,:) = log10(deposition400(k,:));
130 log time dimensionless (i,:) = log10(t400(k,:));
131 k = k+1;
132 end
133 end
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134
135 % Vectors without the first component (300rpm 10min value)
136 % Use (uncomment) for better fitting
137 % log time dimensionless(1,:) = [];
138 % log deposition(1,:) = [];
139
140
141 % Fit: 'f(x) = p1 x + p2'.
142 [xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( log time dimensionless, log deposition );
143
144 % Set up fittype and options.
145 ft = fittype( 'poly1' );
146 opts = fitoptions( ft );
147 opts.Lower = [−Inf −Inf];
148 opts.Upper = [Inf Inf];
149
150 % Fit model to data.
151 [fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts );
152
153 % Plot fit with data.
154 figure( 'Name', 'f(x) = p {1} x + p {2}' );
155 h = plot( fitresult, xData, yData );
156 legend( h, 'log(s {max}) vs. log(tn)', 'f(x) = p {1} x + p {2}',...
157 'Location', 'SouthEast' );
158
159 % Label axes
160 xlabel( 'log(tn)' );
161 ylabel( 'log(s {max}/D {p})' );
162 grid on
163
164 fitresult
165 gof
166
167 figName = strcat(saveDir,'deposition loglog adim');
168 set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','Auto')
169 print ('−dpng','−zbuffer','−r300',figName)
170 saveas(gcf,figName, 'png');
1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 % LENGTH %
3 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
4 clear all; clc; close all
5
6 %% FIXED VARIABLES
7 Dp = 0.254; %m
8 hp = 0.26; %m
9 ap = 0.58; %m
10 ch = 2.35; %m distance to the centre of the helices
11 Hw = 0.70; %m
12 Hs = 0.52; %m
13 % Number of points in mobile mean = 64
14
15 time = [10/60; 5; 10; 15; 20];
16
17 %% LOADING DATA
18 rootDir = uigetdir('D:\TFM\');
40
19 saveDir = strcat(rootDir,'\Results\length\');
20 mkdir(saveDir);
21
22 k = 0; %Counter
23 for exp name = [300 350 400];
24 i = num2str(exp name);
25 kk = 0; %Counter
26 for exp time = [10 5 10 15 20];
27 j = num2str(exp time);
28 k = k+1;
29 kk = kk+1;
30 if kk == 1;
31 openDir = strcat(rootDir,'\',i,'rpm\',j,'min\64\Y0.mat');
32 else
33 openDir = strcat(rootDir,'\',i,'rpm\',j,'H\64\Y0.mat');
34 end
35
36 % Load files
37 load(openDir);
38 eval(['V' num2str(k) '=' 'Y0']);
39 clear Y0
40 end
41 end
42 clc;
43
44 % Figure parameters
45 positionVect = [6 1 30 20];
46
47 names300 = {'V1';'V2';'V3';'V4';'V5'};
48 names350 = {'V6';'V7';'V8';'V9';'V10'};
49 names400 = {'V11';'V12';'V13';'V14';'V15'};
50
51 start = 1.17; % The start of the scouring hole is under the propellers
52
53 for i = 1:size(names300,1)
54 V = eval(names300{i});
55 for m = 1:(size(V)−1);
56 if (V(m,3)−Hs)<0 && (V(m+1,3)−Hs)>0;
57 finish = (V(m,1)+V(m+1,1))/2;
58 length300(i,:) = (finish − start)/Dp;
59 else
60 end
61 end
62 end
63
64 for i = 1:size(names350,1)
65 V = eval(names350{i});
66 for m = 1:(size(V)−1);
67 if (V(m,3)−Hs)<0 && (V(m+1,3)−Hs)>0;
68 finish = (V(m,1)+V(m+1,1))/2;
69 length350(i,:) = (finish − start)/Dp;
70 else
71 end
72 end
73 end
74
75 for i = 1:size(names400,1)
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76 V = eval(names400{i});
77 for m = 1:(size(V)−1);
78 if (V(m,3)−Hs)<0 && (V(m+1,3)−Hs)>0;
79 finish = (V(m,1)+V(m+1,1))/2;
80 length400(i,:) = (finish − start)/Dp;
81 else
82 end
83 end
84 end
85
86 %% NORMAL PLOT
87
88 figure(1)
89
90 plot(time, length300,'.','MarkerSize',15,'Color','r')
91 hold on
92 plot(time, length350,'.','MarkerSize',15,'Color','g')
93 hold on
94 plot(time, length400,'.','MarkerSize',15,'Color','b')
95
96 legend('300rpm','350rpm','400rpm','Location','SouthEast')
97
98 % Axis characteristics
99 xlabel('Time (h)')
100 ylabel('L {max}/D {p}')
101
102 figName = strcat(saveDir,'length normal');
103 set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','Auto')
104 print ('−dpng','−zbuffer','−r300',figName)
105 saveas(gcf,figName, 'png');
106
107 %% LOG−LOG PLOT
108
109 figure(2)
110
111 loglog(time, length300,'.','MarkerSize',15,'Color','r')
112 hold on
113 loglog(time, length350,'.','MarkerSize',15,'Color','g')
114 hold on
115 loglog(time, length400,'.','MarkerSize',15,'Color','b')
116
117 legend(exp name,'Location','EastOutside')
118
119 % Axis characteristics
120 xlabel('log(Time) (h)')
121 ylabel('log(L {max}/D {p})')
122
123 figName = strcat(saveDir,'length loglog');
124 set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','Auto')
125 print ('−dpng','−zbuffer','−r300',figName)
126 saveas(gcf,figName, 'png');
127
128 %% DIMENSIONLESS LOG−LOG PLOT
129
130 % New vectors of time
131 t300 = time*300*2*pi()*60;
132 t350 = time*350*2*pi()*60;
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133 t400 = time*400*2*pi()*60;
134
135 % Creation of dimensionless vectors
136 j = 1; % Counter
137 k = 1; % Counter
138 for i = 1:15
139 if i < 6
140 log length(i,:) = log10(length300(i,:));
141 log time dimensionless (i,:) = log10(t300(i,:));
142 elseif i > 5 && i < 11
143 log length(i,:) = log10(length350(j,:));
144 log time dimensionless (i,:) = log10(t350(j,:));
145 j = j+1;
146 else
147 log length(i,:) = log10(length400(k,:));
148 log time dimensionless (i,:) = log10(t400(k,:));
149 k = k+1;
150 end
151 end
152
153 % Fit: 'f(x) = p1 x + p2'.
154 [xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( log time dimensionless, log length );
155
156 % Set up fittype and options.
157 ft = fittype( 'poly1' );
158 opts = fitoptions( ft );
159 opts.Lower = [−Inf −Inf];
160 opts.Upper = [Inf Inf];
161
162 % Fit model to data.
163 [fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts );
164
165 % Plot fit with data.
166 figure( 'Name', 'f(x) = p {1} x + p {2}' );
167 h = plot( fitresult, xData, yData);
168 legend( h, 'log(L {max}/Dp) vs. log(tn)',...
169 'f(x) = p {1} x + p {2}', 'Location', 'SouthEast' );
170 % Label axes
171 xlabel( 'log(tn)' );
172 ylabel( 'log(L {max}/D {p})' );
173 grid on
174
175 fitresult
176 gof
177
178 figName = strcat(saveDir,'length loglog adim');
179 set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','Auto')
180 print ('−dpng','−zbuffer','−r300',figName)
181 saveas(gcf,figName, 'png');
1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 % WIDTH %
3 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
4 clear all; clc; close all
5
6 %% FIXED VARIABLES
43
7 Dp = 0.254; %m
8 hp = 0.26; %m
9 ap = 0.58; %m
10 ch = 2.35; %m distance to the centre of the helices
11 Hw = 0.70; %m
12 Hs = 0.52; %m
13 % Number of points in mobile mean = 64
14
15 time = [10/60; 5; 10; 15; 20];
16
17 %% LOADING DATA
18 rootDir = uigetdir('D:\TFM\');
19 saveDir = strcat(rootDir,'\Results\width\');
20 mkdir(saveDir);
21
22 k = 0; %Counter
23 for exp name = [300 350 400];
24 i = num2str(exp name);
25 kk = 0; %Counter
26 for exp time = [10 5 10 15 20];
27 j = num2str(exp time);
28 k = k+1;
29 kk = kk+1;
30 finish = 0;
31 if kk == 1;
32 openDir = strcat(rootDir,'\',i,'rpm\',j,'min\64\X4.mat');
33 load(openDir);
34 eval(['V' num2str(k) '=' 'X4']);
35 clear X4
36 else
37 openDir = strcat(rootDir,'\',i,'rpm\',j,'H\64\X7.mat');
38 load(openDir);
39 eval(['V' num2str(k) '=' 'X7']);
40 clear X7
41 end
42 end
43 end
44 clc;
45
46 % Figure parameters
47 positionVect = [6 1 30 20];
48
49 names300 = {'V1';'V2';'V3';'V4';'V5'};
50 names350 = {'V6';'V7';'V8';'V9';'V10'};
51 names400 = {'V11';'V12';'V13';'V14';'V15'};
52
53 for i = 1:size(names300,1)
54 finish = 0;
55 start = 0;
56 V = eval(names300{i});
57 for m = 1:(size(V)−1);
58 if finish == 0;
59 if (V(m,3)−Hs)>0 && (V(m+1,3)−Hs)<0;
60 start = ((V(m,2)−ch)+(V(m+1,2)−ch))/2;
61 elseif (V(m,3)−Hs)<0 && (V(m+1,3)−Hs)>0;
62 finish = ((V(m,2)−ch)+(V(m+1,2)−ch))/2;
63 else
44
64 end
65 else
66 end
67 end
68 width300(i,:) = (abs(finish − start))/ap;
69 end
70
71 for i = 1:size(names350,1)
72 finish = 0;
73 start = 0;
74 V = eval(names350{i});
75 for m = 1:(size(V)−1);
76 if finish == 0;
77 if (V(m,3)−Hs)>0 && (V(m+1,3)−Hs)<0;
78 start = ((V(m,2)−ch)+(V(m+1,2)−ch))/2;
79 elseif (V(m,3)−Hs)<0 && (V(m+1,3)−Hs)>0;
80 finish = ((V(m,2)−ch)+(V(m+1,2)−ch))/2;
81 else
82 end
83 else
84 end
85 end
86 width350(i,:) = (abs(finish − start))/ap;
87 end
88
89 for i = 1:size(names400,1)
90 finish = 0;
91 start = 0;
92 V = eval(names400{i});
93 for m = 1:(size(V)−1);
94 if finish == 0;
95 if (V(m,3)−Hs)>0 && (V(m+1,3)−Hs)<0;
96 start = ((V(m,2)−ch)+(V(m+1,2)−ch))/2;
97 elseif (V(m,3)−Hs)<0 && (V(m+1,3)−Hs)>0;
98 finish = ((V(m,2)−ch)+(V(m+1,2)−ch))/2;
99 else
100 end
101 else
102 end
103 end
104 width400(i,:) = (abs(finish − start))/ap;
105 end
106
107 %% NORMAL PLOT
108
109 figure(1)
110
111 plot(time, width300,'.','MarkerSize',15,'Color','r')
112 hold on
113 plot(time, width350,'.','MarkerSize',15,'Color','g')
114 hold on
115 plot(time, width400,'.','MarkerSize',15,'Color','b')
116
117 legend('300rpm','350rpm','400rpm','Location','SouthEast')
118
119 % Axis characteristics
120 xlabel('Time (h)')
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121 ylabel('W {max}/a {p}')
122
123 figName = strcat(saveDir,'width normal');
124 set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','Auto')
125 print ('−dpng','−zbuffer','−r300',figName)
126 saveas(gcf,figName, 'png');
127
128 %% LOG−LOG PLOT
129
130 figure(2)
131
132 loglog(time, width300,'.','MarkerSize',15,'Color','r')
133 hold on
134 loglog(time, width350,'.','MarkerSize',15,'Color','g')
135 hold on
136 loglog(time, width400,'.','MarkerSize',15,'Color','b')
137
138 legend(exp name,'Location','EastOutside')
139
140 % Axis characteristics
141 xlabel('log(Time) (h)')
142 ylabel('log(W {max}/a {p})')
143
144 figName = strcat(saveDir,'width loglog');
145 set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','Auto')
146 print ('−dpng','−zbuffer','−r300',figName)
147 saveas(gcf,figName, 'png');
148
149 %% DIMENSIONLESS LOG−LOG PLOT
150
151 % New vectors of time
152 t300 = time*300*2*pi()*60;
153 t350 = time*350*2*pi()*60;
154 t400 = time*400*2*pi()*60;
155
156 % Creation of dimensionless vectors
157 j = 1; % Counter
158 k = 1; % Counter
159 for i = 1:15
160 if i < 6
161 log width(i,:) = log10(width300(i,:));
162 log time dimensionless (i,:) = log10(t300(i,:));
163 elseif i > 5 && i < 11
164 log width(i,:) = log10(width350(j,:));
165 log time dimensionless (i,:) = log10(t350(j,:));
166 j = j+1;
167 else
168 log width(i,:) = log10(width400(k,:));
169 log time dimensionless (i,:) = log10(t400(k,:));
170 k = k+1;
171 end
172 end
173
174 % Fit: 'f(x) = p1 x + p2'.
175 [xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( log time dimensionless, log width );
176
177 % Set up fittype and options.
46
178 ft = fittype( 'poly1' );
179 opts = fitoptions( ft );
180 opts.Lower = [−Inf −Inf];
181 opts.Upper = [Inf Inf];
182
183 % Fit model to data.
184 [fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts );
185
186 % Plot fit with data.
187 figure( 'Name', 'f(x) = p {1} x + p {2}' );
188 h = plot( fitresult, xData, yData);
189 legend( h, 'log(W {max}/a {p}) vs. log(tn)',...
190 'f(x) = p {1} x + p {2}', 'Location', 'SouthEast' );
191 % Label axes
192 xlabel( 'log(tn)' );
193 ylabel( 'log(W {max}/a {p})' );
194 grid on
195
196 fitresult
197 gof
198
199 figName = strcat(saveDir,'width loglog adim');
200 set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','Auto')
201 print ('−dpng','−zbuffer','−r300',figName)
202 saveas(gcf,figName, 'png');
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